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Motivation

Under nominal rigidities, NER fluctuations implies changes in relative
prices and hence in real variables

I Key: in which currency are prices rigid?

Classic approach: Producer currency pricing (PCP)

⇒ Law of one price (LOP)

Alternative approach: Local currency pricing (LCP)

Empirical evidence questions the validity of both approaches

I Pervasive evidence that LOP fails to hold

I Vast majority of trade is invoiced in a small number of “dominant
currencies” (Gopinath, 2015)

⇒ Neither PCP, nor LCP, apply to SOE
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This Paper

New pricing paradigm for small open economies (SOE)

Baseline: NK SOE model (Gaĺı and Monacelli, 2005)

Add three key elements:

1 Dominant currency paradigm (DCP)

2 Roundabout production w/ local and imported inputs

3 Strategic complementarities in pricing

Empirically evaluate DCP implications using Colombian customs data

Discern between pricing paradigms (DCP, PCP and LCP), by testing the
ability of each model to match the observed ERPT

Derive optimal monetary policy under DCP
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Model

Small open economy (SOE): Home country (H) trades with dominant
currency country (U) and the rest (R)

Nominal rigidities in prices and wages à la Calvo (1983)

Incomplete international markets: risk free international bonds
denominated in dollars

Complete markets at H: zero net supply state contingent assets
denominated in local currency

Nest three different pricing paradigms: PCP, LCP, and DCP

Macro real rigidity: Roundabout production with domestic and imported
inputs use

Micro real rigidity: Kimball (1995) demand aggregator
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Real Rigidities

Coordination failure among price-setters increase price stickiness

Ingredients:

1 Staggered pricing decisions (as in Calvo (1983))

2 Strategic complementarities among price setters (e.g. firm A’s
optimal price is a function of firm B’s optimal price)

⇒ After shock, the first group of prices to change will not respond
fully b/c others have not yet responded, and so the second, etc

Two type of real rigidities (Klenow and Willis, 2016):

I Micro (ω): costly changes in relative prices

Kimball (1995) aggregator in which the elasticity of demand is
increasing in firm’s relative price (∼ kink demand curve: easier to
lose than to gain customers by ∆ prices) ⇒ variable mark-ups

I Macro (Ω): common sticky costs

Intermediate inputs use in production (Basu, 1995; Nakamura and
Steinsson, 2010)
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Households: Utility Max Problem

H is populated by a continuum of symmetric households of measure 1,
denoted by h, consume a bundle of traded goods Ct(h), and supply
differentiated labor variety Nt(h):

max
{Ct,Nt,Wt,BU,t+1,Bt+1(s′)}

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
{

1

1− σc
C1−σc
t − κ

1 + ϕ
N1+ϕ
t

}
s.t. PtCt + EU,t(1 + iU,t−1)BU,t +Bt =

Wt(h)Nt(h) + Πt + EU,tBU,t+1 +
∑
s′∈S

Qt(s
′)Bt+1(s′) + EU,tζt

where
∑

i∈{H,U,R}

1

|Ωi|

∫
ω∈Ωi

γiΥ

(
|Ωi|CiH,t(ω)

γiCt

)
dω = 1 (Kimball, 1995)

∑
i∈{H,U,R}

γi = 1, Υ(1) = 1, Υ′(·) > 0, Υ′′(·) < 0

PtCt =
∑

i∈{H,U,R}

∫
ω∈Ωi

PiH,t(ω)CiH,t(ω)dω
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Households: Optimality Conditions

H demand for variety w produced by country i at t:

CiH,t(ω) = γiψ (ZiH,t(ω))Ct, ZiH,t(ω) = Dt
PiH,t(ω)

Pt

where ψ := (Υ′)−1, thus ψ′ < 0

Dt :=
∑
i

∫
Ωi

Υ′
(
|Ωi|CiH,t(ω)

γiCt

)

The elasticity of demand: σiH,t(ω) := −∂ logCiH,t(ω)
∂ logZiH,t(ω)

Thus, the log optimal flexible price mark-up: µiH,t(ω) := log
(

σiH,t(ω)
σiH,t(ω)−1

)
The elasticity of that markup: ΓiH,t(ω) :=

∂µiH,t(ω)
∂ logZiH,t(ω)
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Households: Optimality Conditions

Euler equations for U and H assets:

1 =β(1 + iU,t)Et

[(
Ct+1

Ct

)−σc Pt
Pt+1

EU,t+1

EU,t

]

1 =β(1 + it)Et

[(
Ct+1

Ct

)−σc Pt
Pt+1

]

where (1 + it) :=
[∑

s′∈S Qt(s
′)
]−1

Given the demand for differentiated labor Nt(h) =
[
Wt(h)
Wt

]−ϑ
Nt,

household h’s optimal reset wage (W̄t(h)) solves:

Et
∞∑
s=t

δs−tw Θt−sNsW
ϑ(1+ϕ)
s

[
ϑ

ϑ− 1
κPsC

σ
sN

ϕ
s −

W̄t(h)1+ϑϕ

Wϑϕ
s

]
= 0
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Firms: Technology and MC

Each firm ω ∈ ΩH manufactures a unique variety according to

Yt = eatL1−α
t Xα

t

where:∑
i

1

|Ωi|

∫
Ωi

γiΥ

(
|Ωi|XiH,t(ω)

γiXt

)
dω = 1 ⇒ XiH,t(ω) = γiψ (ZiH,t(ω))Xt

Lt =

[∫ 1

0

Lt(h)
ϑ−1
ϑ

] ϑ
ϑ−1

⇒ Lt(h) =

[
Wt(h)

Wt

]−ϑ
Lt, Wt =

[∫
Wt(h)1−ϑdh

] 1
1−ϑ

Cost minimization implies that the nominal MC (MCt) solves:

(1− α)
Yt
Lt

=
Wt

MCt
and α

Yt
Xt

=
Pt
MCt

⇒ MCt =
1

eat

[
Wt

1− α

]1−α [
Pt
α

]α
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Firms: Profit Maximization and Pricing

Markets are assumed to be segmented so firms can set prices by
destination (i) and invoicing currency (j): (i, j) ∈ {H,U,R}2

Profits of a H firm producing variety ω:

Πt(ω) =
∑
i,j

Ej,tP jHi,t(ω)Y jHi,t(ω)−MCtYt(ω)

where: Y jHi,t(ω) = CjHi,t(ω) +Xj
Hi,t(ω), Yt(ω) =

∑
i,j

Y jHi,t(ω)

Let θjki fraction of exports from k to i in currency j, where
∑
j θ

j
ki = 1

PCP θjji = 1 for all i 6= j

LCP θjij = 1 for all i 6= j

DCP θUij = 1 for all i 6= j

for all cases θiii = 1

Optimal reset price of a H firm selling to i in j (=: P̄ jHi,t(ω)) solves:

Et
∞∑
s=t

δs−tp Θt−sY
j
Hi,s|t(ω)

(
σjHi,s(ω)− 1

)[
Ej,sP̄ jHi,t(ω)−

σjHi,s(ω)

σjHi,s(ω)− 1
MCs

]
= 0
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Interest and Exchange Rates

H monetary authority follows a Taylor rule with inertia:

it − ī = ρm(it−1 − ī) + (1− ρm)φMπt + εi,t

where εi,t = ρεiεi,t−1 + εm,t

H’s dollar interest rate presents a spread wrt i∗:

iU,t = i∗ + Ψ(eBU,t+1−B̄ − 1)

where Ψ > 0 measures the responsiveness to H’s net foreign position

Reduced form relation for U and R RERs:

log ER,t + logPRR,t − logPt = η
(

log EU,t + logPUU,t − logPt
)

+ εR,t
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Equilibrium

Def A monopolistically competitive equilibrium of the SOE H consists of:

1 Households maximizing utility and firms maximizing profits

2 Market clearing: Lt = Nt, Bt = 0, YHi,t = CHi,t +XHi,t

3 RERs of R and U evolves as specified before

4 Exogenous shocks to: domestic monetary policy εM,t, the budget
constraint ζt, productivity at and the RER εR,t follow AR(1)
processes

The model is solved using perturbation methods by log-linearizing
around a symmetric zero inflation ss

Through the analysis all prices and quantities in U and R are exogenous

Functional Forms Baseline Calibration
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Monetary Policy Shock

Impulse Response Function to a Domestic Monetary Policy Shock (-25 bp)
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Monetary Policy Shock

Impulse Response Function to a Domestic Monetary Policy Shock (-25 bp)
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DCP: Five Results from ∆NER

R1 Terms of Trade (TOT) is stable

R2 Dominant currency (DC) ERPT into export and import prices is high,
regardless of origin or destination

R3 Non-dominant currency (RC) ERPT is small

R4 Expenditure switching occurs mostly via imports, exports respond
weakly

R5 Strengthening of the dominant currency can negatively impact global
trade

Results that can be evaluated in the data!
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Data

Customs data from Colombian exports and imports, from 2000 to 2015

I Floating NER since 1999

I Commodity currency (mining 58.4% of total exports)

Monthly frequency, but collapsed to quarter or annual for analysis

Highly detailed: 10-digit product code, firms’ tax ID, FOB value (in
USD), volume (in kg), country of destination/origin

⇒ Prices per kg in pesos: P = FOBU

V olkg
EU

Starting 2007, exports include invoicing currency

Exports: Currency of Invoice
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R1: Stable TOT

NER and TOT= pI

pE

TOT fluctuations driven mostly by commodities, focus on
manufactured goods for all the empirical analysis
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R2: DC ERPT to pE and pI is high, regardless of o/d

Burstein and Gopinath (2014) dynamic lag regression:

∆pt = α+
∑8
s=0 βs∆e

U
t−s + Zt + εt (quarterly data)

where Zt includes firm-industry-country and quarter FE

Cumulative ERPT: Export and Import Prices (
∑k
s=0 β̂s)
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R3: RC ERPT to pE and pI is small

∆pt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Non-Dollarized Economies (R)

Dollarized Economies (U)
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R3: RC ERPT to pE and pI is small

∆pt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Non-Dollarized Economies (R)

Dollarized Economies (U)
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R4: Expenditure switching occurs mainly via imports
R5: Strengthening of DC can negatively impact trade

∆qt = α+ βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Dollarized Economies (U)

Non-Dollarized Economies (U)
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R4: Expenditure switching occurs mainly via imports
R5: Strengthening of DC can negatively impact trade

∆qt = α+ βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Dollarized Economies (U)

Non-Dollarized Economies (U)
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Discerning Pricing Paradigms

Consider the model w/ commodity (ζ), productivity (a) and real
exchange rate (εR) shocks

Measure and estimate (minimum distance) the remaining parameters of
the model to Colombian data Estimated Parameters

Simulate the model and compute the dynamic lag and cross-section
regressions

Contrast the estimated model, LCP, PCP and DCP cases

I Set the invoicing shares {θjik} for each paradigm, keeping all other
values unchanged
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Simulated Data: DC ERPT to pE and pI

∆pt = α+
∑8
s=0 βs∆e

U
t−s + Zt + εt (quarterly data)

Cumulative ERPT (
∑k
s=0 β̂s): Dollarized Economies (U)
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Simulated Data: DC ERPT to pE and pI

∆pt = α+
∑8
s=0 βs∆e

U
t−s + Zt + εt (quarterly data)

Cumulative ERPT (
∑k
s=0 β̂s): Dollarized Economies (U)

Non-Dollarized Economies (R)
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Simulated Data: RC ERPT to pE and pI

∆pt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Non-Dollarized Economies (R)
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Simulated Data: RC ERPT to pE and pI

∆pt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Non-Dollarized Economies (R)
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Why Real Rigidities?

∆pt = α+
∑8
s=0 βs∆e

U
t−s + Zt + εt (quarterly data)

Cumulative ERPT (
∑k
s=0 β̂s): Dollarized Economies (U)
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Canonical representation of a SOE under DCP

Prop. 1

When ε = 0 (CES demand aggregator), α = 0 (labor single input), ϕ = 0
(linear disutility of labor, ϕ−1 =∞), σc = 1 (log preferences), and
international asset markets are complete the model can be collapsed as:

(as) πHH,t =
λp
γH

[ỹt − (1− γH)s̃t] + βEt[πHH,t+1]

(is) ỹt = Et[ỹt+1]−
(
it − Et[πHH,t+1]− r∗t+1

)
+ (1− γH)Et[∆m̃t+1]

(as) m̃t =
1

γH
[ỹt − s̃t]

where:

m̃t = ẽU,t + p̃UHU,t − p̃UHH,t = ẽU,t + p̃UHR,t − p̃UHH,t (dev. from LOP)

r∗t+1 = log β + Et[at+1] (natural real rate)

λp =
(1− δp)(1− βδp)

δp

Further, the terms of trade s̃t evolves independently of monetary policy
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Canonical representation of a SOE under DCP

Prop. 1 Different from Gaĺı and Monacelli (2005): SOE w/ PCP

When ε = 0 (CES demand aggregator), α = 0 (labor single input), ϕ = 0
(linear disutility of labor, ϕ−1 =∞), σc = 1 (log preferences), and
international asset markets are complete the model can be collapsed as:

(as) πHH,t =
λp
γH

[ỹt−(1− γH)s̃t] + βEt[πHH,t+1]

(is) ỹt = Et[ỹt+1]−
(
it − Et[πHH,t+1]− r∗t+1

)
+(1− γH)Et[∆m̃t+1]

(as) m̃t =
1

γH
[ỹt − s̃t]

where:

m̃t = ẽU,t + p̃UHU,t − p̃UHH,t = ẽU,t + p̃UHR,t − p̃UHH,t (dev. from LOP)

r∗t+1 = log β + Et[at+1] (natural real rate)

λp =
(1− δp)(1− βδp)

δp

Further, the terms of trade s̃t evolves independently of monetary policy
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Welfare Loss Function

Prop. 2

Consider the same assumptions as in Prop. 1, and assume there is a tax
to labor income τ = 1/σ (undistorted flex. price ss), then the welfare loss
function, to the second order, is given by:

WDCP ≈ E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[

1

2
ỹ2
t + γH

σ

2λp
π̃2
HH,t +

γH(1− γH)

2
m̃2
t

]
+ t.i.p.
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Welfare Loss Function

Prop. 2 Different from Gaĺı and Monacelli (2005): SOE w/ PCP

Consider the same assumptions as in Prop. 1, and assume there is a tax
to labor income τ = 1/σ (undistorted flex. price ss), then the welfare loss
function, to the second order, is given by:

WDCP ≈ E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[

1

2
ỹ2
t + γH

σ

2λp
π̃2
HH,t+

γH(1− γH)

2
m̃2
t

]
+ t.i.p.
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Optimal Monetary Policy

Different from Gaĺı and Monacelli (2005): SOE w/ PCP

Discretion (Taking expectations for s ≥ t as given)

FOC implies: ỹt + (1− γH)m̃t = −σπHH,t

Then, optimal policy under discretion and DCP:
πHH,t = 0

ỹt = (1− γH)s̃t

i.e. producer price π targeting while the ỹ fluctuates w/ s̃

Commitment (at time t = 0)

Optimal policy under commitment and DCP:

(pHH,t − pHH,−1) =
(pHH,t−1 − pHH,−1) + βEt(pHH,t+1 − pHH,−1)

1 + λpσ + β

ỹt = (1− γH)s̃t + γHσ(pHH,t − pHH,−1)

i.e. producer price level targeting, same that ỹ fluctuates w/ s̃

No gains from commitment (b/c undistorted ss and no cost-push
shocks), despite the absence of divine coincidence
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Summary

This paper presents a new pricing paradigm for SOE

Key elements:

1 DCP

2 Roundabout production w/ imported inputs (macro real rigidity)

3 Strategic complementarities in pricing (micro real rigidity)

Model imply five main results Recall

I Evaluate them w/ Colombian customs data: evidence consistent w/
(most of the) results

Show DCP outperforms other paradigms (LCP and PCP) in matching
the ERPT patterns observed in the data for a SOE

Implications of DCP for optimal monetary policy (for a special case of
the model): domestic PPI inflation targeting while output gap fluctuates
w/ terms of trade
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Comments

Collinearity issues in the price ERPT regressions?

I LHS: ∆pt = ∆
FOBPU

t

V olkgt
EUt , while in RHS ∆EUs with s ≥ t

The fact that the FOB value is reported in USD affects the empirical
strategy? How is this data registered?

Simulated model exercise: PCD vs LCP vs DCP. Is the comparison fair?

I The parameters are calibrated to a set of {θjik} very close to DCP,
not surprising that DCP performs so well

I Better estimate all parameters for each paradigm, separately, and
then make the comparison

How realistic is that the household demand and production inputs
aggregators coincide? What would be the implications for ERTP?

Theory for the manufacturing sector (all firms are exporters, importers
and local producers). How will results change with differentiated sectors?
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To Think About

How does a currency become dominant?

I Reminds me of Farhi and Maggiori (2017)

In terms of welfare, under what price paradigm does H country is better
off?

I Who are the winners and losers of the current USD dominance?

Endogenous currency of invoice decision

I Are SOE exporters “currency takers”?

I Or rather is an optimal decision, b/c e.g. ability to hedge in
dominant currency assets
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Thank you!
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Functional Forms

Klenow and Willis (2016) formulation for the demand aggregator Υ,
which implies that ψ = (Υ′)−1 is:

ψ(ZiH,t(ω)) =

(
1 + ε log

[
σ − 1

σ

]
− ε logZiH,t(ω)

)σ/ε
where H total demand for variety ω produced by country i:

YiH,t(ω) = CiH,t(ω) +XiH,t(ω) = γiψ(ZiH,t(ω)) (Ct +Xt)

Parameters σ and ε determine the demand and mark-up elasticities

σiH,t(ω) =
σ

1 + ε log σ−1
σ
− ε logZiH,t(ω)

⇒ ∂σiH,t
∂ logZiH,t

> 0

ΓiH,t(ω) =
ε

σ − 1− ε log σ−1
σ

+ ε logZiH,t(ω)
⇒ ∂ΓiH,t

∂ logZiH,t
< 0

In a symmetric ss ZiH,t = σ−1
σ ⇒ Γ := ε

σ−1

Return



Baseline Calibration

Calibrated Parameters

{γH , γU , γR} = {3/5, 1/5, 1/5}, η = 1, Γ = 1
Return



DC ERPT to pE and pI

∆pt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Dollarized Economies (U)

Return



R4: Expenditure switching occurs mainly via imports
R5: Strengthening of DC can negatively impact trade

∆qt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Non-Dollarized Economies (R)
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R4: Expenditure switching occurs mainly via imports
R5: Strengthening of DC can negatively impact trade

∆qt = α+ βR∆eR,t + βU∆eU,t + Zt + εt (annual data)

ERPT: Non-Dollarized Economies (R)
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Estimated Parameters

Measured and Estimated Parameters
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Simulated Data: DC ERPT to pE and pI

∆pt = α+
∑8
s=0 βs∆e

U
t−s + Zt + εt (quarterly data)

Cumulative ERPT (
∑k
s=0 β̂s): Non-Dollarized Economies (R)
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DCP: Five Results from ∆NER

R1 Terms of Trade (TOT) is stable

R2 Dominant currency (DC) ERPT into export and import prices is high,
regardless of origin or destination

R3 Non-dominant currency (RC) ERPT is small

R4 Expenditure switching occurs mostly via imports, exports respond
weakly

R5 Strengthening of the dominant currency can negatively impact global
trade
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